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We have made a book
to tell you about all
the lovely things that
you can do at Tiny
Torre Nursery.

We hope you like it!
Winter Uniform

Summer Uniform

The girls wear a grey skirt or dress, a

The girls wear a blue and white summer

white t-shirt, a Tiny Torre jumper/navy

dress and Tiny Torre jumper/navy jumper

jumper or cardigan and black school shoes

or cardigan and black school shoes or

or trainers. (No laces)

trainers. (No laces)

The boys wear grey trousers or navy

The boys wear grey shorts, a white t-shirt,

jogger bottoms, a white t-shirt, a Tiny

a Tiny Torre jumper/navy jumper and black

Torre jumper/navy jumper and black school

school shoes or trainers. (No laces)

shoes or trainers. (No laces)

At the start of the session we all sit on the carpet together and say good morning to our
teachers and friends. We join in with an activity such as counting, storytelling or a game. We
talk about our learning from the last session and how we can develop our play and learn more
with our friends.

We are able to play inside and outside at Tiny Torre.
Here are a few of the activities that we can do at Tiny Torre.
We play like to together with our friends and our teachers.

Snack Time
We enjoy eating fruit and vegetables and
sometimes during the session we have made
our own delicious snacks.
We have a carton of milk with a straw.

Guided Group Time
After snack we split into groups and carry out lots of different activities to help us with our
learning in nursery. It might be linked a phonics game, mathematics, reading or skill based
activity.

Then we all come back together and spend time singing, reading stories and poems or looking
at photographs of some of the things we have been busy doing over the session.

Lunch Time
The dinner ladies come to look after us in the nursery. We have a delicious school dinner or
eat a packed lunch from home with our friends. After our lunch we play outside until we are
ready to carry on for the afternoon session.

Teachers
The teachers in Nursery are…

Mrs Beard

Mrs Lindsay

Mrs Kirby

(Class Teacher)

(Teaching Assistant)

(Teaching Assistant)

mrs

mrs

mrs

We hope you have enjoyed our book. We look forward to seeing you in September.

